We are so excited to share Runway for Recovery’s annual report which highlights some of our programs and activities over the last year. We are incredibly proud of the impact that we have been able to have on families affected by breast cancer, and we can only do this critical work thanks to the generosity of our champions and donors—your belief in our mission has allowed us to continue to deepen and enhance our programs to be tailored to the various needs of the amazing community of people we serve.

Runway provides families with a continuum of support along their journey with breast cancer. We seek to improve the lives of those who are currently affected by breast cancer by supporting their varied needs at critical times during their journey. This has profound impacts on the long-term overall health of the entire family. This work includes support services for survivors (Model Support Services), and grants to aid with the disease’ lasting financial impacts for bereaved families (Family Grants Program).

The objective of the organization, from our beginnings, has always been to focus on people reaching their full potential —emotionally, mentally, physically, and financially. Our resources for survivors and families with young children experiencing grief are a critical lifeline. For example, we feel strongly about focusing on the whole health of the family, and deploy social worker support as a critical element to a family’s emotional health, and is also a large reason why the organization is different than most. Looking forward, among other activities, we will distribute grants to 27 families in New England and 8 in Southern California, with the goal of alleviating some of the stress put on the entire family by this disease, thus positively impacting children bereaved by breast cancer, or facing future loss. We will offer model support services to 650 models (new and alumni) and launch our peer-to-peer mentorship program for bereaved children.

This past year, we have continued to grow and refine our programs to have the greatest possible impact on the families we serve, and none of this would have been possible without our supporters. From the bottom of my heart, thank you.

Olivia Achtmeyer Boger
Founder and Executive
OUR WORK AND IMPACT

Expansion of our Family Grants Program to Include Stage IV Mothers:

Breast cancer crosses all demographic lines. Our Family Grants Program has a significant impact on the families we serve--who’s challenge is often two-fold: They are experiencing the real and lasting financial side effects of a loved one going through breast cancer treatment and currently fall into a systemic gap in services after the patient passed away. Recently, we took a look at those who were applying for Family Grant funding and found that a growing number were mothers who were diagnosed with Stage IV, Metastatic Breast Cancer. It seems that when someone faces an impossible reality, her first thought is her children; and the mothers who filled out our online application were focused on just that. In response to this, we have decided to expand to serve these families who are facing the stark possibility of future loss.

• Currently, Runway is funding 20 families with varied and unique needs
• Since February, we received 18 new applications; as mentioned above, the significant increase came after opening the application to Stage IV warriors
• Of the 18 new applications, 13 were submitted by Stage IV warriors
• Runway funded 8 applicants since February (~$115K in grants)
• In FY22, Runway awarded a total of $292,802 to high-need families across Massachusetts

Peer-to-Peer Mentorship Program:

We are excited to share that we are adding yet another layer of wrap-around support to our Family Grants program, and plan to deepen the impact of the program by launching a peer-to-peer mentorship opportunity, from one bereaved child/teen/young adult to another from within one’s nearby community. Congruently, we will give the mentor a chance to continue their grief process by turning to another and offering support. We talk about grief as many “waves” in one’s life, and that the experience of loss is not linear. While some waves take longer to “ride out” than others, we suspect that when one is asked to talk about their own process to someone who is beginning theirs, one can begin to self-reflect in a powerful way. At Runway, we have often had a child/teen/young adult who is in need of someone to check-in with them, and the waitlist for therapeutic mentors is prohibitive of immediate support. We have a network of over 50 kids/teens/young adults who have been funded by Runway and would love to give back to our organization, and they have personally lost a mom or dad to breast cancer. While some of our funded kids need a professional, many of them simply need someone who "gets it," and can be a mentor.

Launching Programs in Southern California

Runway is thrilled to announce the expansion of our work to Southern California, thanks to the leadership of local couple Ricky Hsin and Melissa Rudolph. Ricky and Melissa turned their pain into action after Ricky’s thirty-five-year-old sister, Racheal, passed away from metastatic breast cancer in 2017. Ricky had spent years following Runway’s work, and after the loss of his sister, he took as many opportunities as he could to reach out and talk to Runway Founder, Olivia, about how he could help the cause. His belief in our work intensified
in 2020 and 2021 when a larger audience of his network was able to view our annual Runway Fashion Show virtually, due to the pandemic. Feeling inspired and energized, with the help of his network of close friends and family, Ricky and Melissa are bringing The Runway Show to Southern California in January of 2023. Thanks to their vision, they are allowing an entirely new community of people affected by breast cancer to dance and to be celebrated in the face of this disease—all in honor of Racheal. With their very personal efforts, Runway will grow to support families we otherwise would not have the ability to serve this year.

All revenue raised from this event, which will be held in the Orange County city of Tustin on January 28, 2023, will go back to serve local families in Southern California. We are looking forward to debutng our work in the region and are now looking to partner with companies, foundations, and individuals in this important work so that together, we can serve more families affected by breast cancer and honor more individuals impacted by the disease.

Model Wellness Program

Runway has launched a Model Wellness Program, centered upon bringing yoga, meditation and mentorship opportunities to women who are battling or have battled breast cancer. Our support services are grounded in a strong evidence-base that healing the ‘whole person’ is critical to recovery. When designing our program, the late Dr. Jack Erban, Clinical Director, Tufts Cancer Center and Professor at Tufts University School of Medicine, suggested that we headline our model support services with a Wellness Workshop. He noticed that his patients were often under a lot of stress after they completed their treatments. When designing this program, after speaking with five therapists in Boston who treat anxiety, depression, and bereavement, it became clear that we could validate people’s concerns while also giving them the tools they need to live their lives each day and ‘recover’ from the cancer or the loss. It also has always been true that hearing other’s stories plays a huge role in helping to heal.

One of our models recently reflected on her involvement with Runway for Recovery: “When I think about Runway, I am truly so honored and humbled to be a part of a community that lifts each other up in what is often their darkest hours. That supports one another both in public on the runway and in private through acts of kindness and generosity. That celebrates and empowers not only current members of the community but all they come in contact with that are touched by breast cancer. I am so proud to share my Runway experiences with my children and teach them how special this tribe is. I talk to them about my strong mother’s fight and about how important it is for us to help lessen the burden of families still fighting and those left behind.”
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2022 Year in Review

Total Revenue FY22: $758,639

Total Expenses FY22: $857,065
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